five things moms should tell their daughters ABOUT THEIR EGGS
You are born with all the eggs you will ever have.

We’re not like the guys, who make new fresh sperm all the time.

The eggs you enter this world with on day one are all you get - so use them wisely.

Learn more: http://bit.ly/19s38Jn

Spread the word!  @ThinkAgainCBC #eggsploitation
every month you normally ovulate one egg...but about 1000 eggs are needed to get that one egg hatched.

Think of those 1000 eggs as the cheerleaders.
3 you have no idea where donated eggs will end up.

Since eggs aren’t tracked in the U.S. (unlike just about anything else that leaves the human body, which gets barcoded, labeled, tracked and monitored and lives forever in some NAS spy secret zone) you really have no idea where your eggs will land.

Learn more: http://bit.ly/18H9SUq

spread the word! Facebook Twitter Google+ @ThinkAgainCBC ##eggsploitation

eggsploitation.com
there really is a biological clock.

And it’s ticking.

So again, if you want to make babies, use your eggs wisely and on time. And don’t fall for those egg freezing schemes.

Learn more: http://bit.ly/19s33VX
as a result...

Helping someone else have a baby with YOUR eggs...

...really means helping someone else have YOUR baby.

spread the word! @ThinkAgainCBC #eggsploitation
To learn more about the dangerous and unregulated practices of the infertility industry, and what to do to protect yourself and others, visit eggsploitation.com.

Have an egg donor story to tell us? Email it to us at stories@eggsploitation.com.

spread the word! @ThinkAgainCBC eggsploitation